
 

Bioinspired whisker arrays can work as
antennae to detect sources of flow
disturbances under water or in air

July 21 2022, by John Stevenson

  
 

  

Top: Picture of the experimental setup showing the vortex ring generator filled
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with pink dye, 200 mm away from the model of the sea lion head with its 3D
array of whiskers. Bottom: principle sketch of the experiment, including the
definition of the body axes. Credit: Scientific Reports (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41598-022-15904-1

A recent research study conducted by City, University of London's
Professor Christoph Bruecker and his team has demonstrated that
artificial whiskers, built as models of whiskers from sea lions, can work
as an array of antennae to locate the source of hydrodynamic wakes,
similar to the way sea lions use their whiskers.

This method relies on the time differences of the signal exciting the
different whiskers. The underlying principle of source detection could
also explain how the sea lions use their whiskers to track the path of
their prey, by leaving hydrodynamic disturbances in their wake while
swimming.

Hydrodynamic stimuli

Using the specially equipped water tank in City's aeronautical
engineering laboratory for sea lion simulations, Professor Bruecker and
his team have tested the artificial whiskers to respond to different
hydrodynamic stimuli and developed the mathematical codes for the
source localization.

Professor Bruecker, City's Royal Academy of Engineering Research
Chair in Nature-Inspired Sensing and Flow Control for Sustainable
Transport and Sir Richard Olver BAE Systems Chair for Aeronautical
Engineering, has published a study of his findings in Scientific Reports.

As a further extension of their work, they have equipped an airfoil with
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arrays of small whisker hairs to transfer the research to aeronautical
applications. This technology can help to monitor flow over the airfoil
online and detect unusual signatures in the flow which might stem from
the wake of other aircraft or drones.

The airfoil was presented at the recent LXLASER 2022 conference and
is being used for further tests at City's wind-tunnel in the Handley Page
Lab.

  More information: Raphael Glick et al, Sea lions could use
multilateration localization for object tracking as tested with bio-inspired
whisker arrays, Scientific Reports (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41598-022-15904-1
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